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CLICK!

NOTE: Find the corners of the canopy before draping over frame. 
Do not attach the canopy while the frame is fully extended.
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Step 3

Step 2Step 1 

Step 4

Unfold the canopy (2) and place on top of 
the Frame (1).  Align and attach the four 
Hook & Loop corners.   

To set tent legs to the desired height, lift up 
one side, grasp the outer or upper leg with 
one hand and pull out the inner leg with 
the other. Extend until the button engages. 

With a partner, stand across from each other. Grasp a 
truss at the top of the Frame (1) and the other truss at 
the bottom, as shown. 
Lift slightly o� ground and step backwards while 
squeezing trusses together.
Lift up one side. Grasp the outer or upper leg with one 
hand and pull out the inner leg with the other. Extend 
until the leg buttons engage.

Lift up one side of the frame (1) 
and walk under it.  
Place one hand on the upper 
frame and use the other hand to 
push the central hub straight up 
until it clicks into the central pole.

Display Set-up

Product Parts
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Note: Do not keep your foot on the footplate while extending the leg. 
This creates tension that can cause frame damage. Only extend legs after the central lock is engaged.
Utilize the various height adjustments to create a level shade. 

NOTE: Lift up the frame 2”-3” o� the ground especially in tall grass or sand. 
Grasp the trusses away from the connections to avoid pinching. Open frame 80%-90%.

1. Frame
2. Canopy
3. Frame Wheel (x2)
4. Soft Cover
5. Stake (x8)
6. 4mm Hex Wrench



NOTE: Always secure your tent with the stakes.

 

Step 5

Storage & Care

Step 1
Pull up all stakes (5) from the ground. Press 
the push button to lower all legs.

Step 3
Remove the Canopy (2) from the Frame. Lift 
the Frame (1) o� the ground 2-3 inches and 
walk it in from both sides until the Frame is 
fully closed.  

Step 2
From underneath the canopy, press in the 
red lock button. Pull down on the central 
hub until it is separated from the central 
pole.  

Step 4
Position the Soft Cover (4) strap to align 
with the 2 wheeled legs. Slide the Soft 
Cover down over the closed Frame. Zip the 
Soft Cover closed. Secure the Frame with 
the buckle and tighten the strap. Insert red 
plug as shown. Tighten the strap by pulling 
down the strap loop. 

Insert 2 stakes (5) into the foot of each tent 
leg.  

Insert each wheel axel into the hole provided on two of the frame legs. 
Lock the wheel tight with the provided hex wrench.

Frame Wheel Installation

Omni Tent
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Taking Down The Tent
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MAKE SURE TO TAKE SPECIAL CARE TO NOT DRAG THE FRAME WHEN SETTING UP OR TAKING DOWN.

We recommend using weight bags or stake kits in all environments. While stakes are ideal to keep your
tent secure during all outdoor use, our Sandbag Ballast Kit holds up to 20.6 lbs of sand per ballast
and can be easily attached to your tent for additional stability. Additional securing options are 
available: Steel Tent Leg Ballast Weight (Weighs12 lbs., NOT compatible with our Elite Tent leg, sold individually).

Store in a cool dry location.  
To clean, wipe with damp cloth.


